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International
Developments

WHAT'S NEW

• The People's Bank of China China's central bank acted to release cash into

the economy to support growth, cutting the amount of cash lenders must

hold as reserves by 1 percentage point.

• People's Bank of China (PBOC) said monetary policy will be made more

forward-looking, flexible and targeted with “appropriate tightness and

looseness.”

• The US Federal Reserve holding interest rates steady said it would be patient

in lifting borrowing costs further pointing to rising uncertainty about the

economic outlook. It intends to alter the pace of its monthly balance sheet

reduction in light of economic and financial developments in the future.

• Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell stated that while US economic

momentum is solid, the central bank is sensitive to the risks highlighted by

investors and will be patient with its monetary policy in 2019.

• The Bank of Japan maintained its monetary policy stance and stimulus plan

while cutting its inflation forecasts, with Governor Haruhiko Kuroda

warning of growing risks to the economy from trade protectionism and

faltering global demand.

• The European Central Bank maintained its monetary policy stance, but

President Mario Draghi warned that growth risks in the region had shifted to

the downside due to external factors and reaffirmed the ECB's stance to keep

key interest rates steady through the summer of 2019 and "longer, if

necessary."

• As per the Federal Reserve Beige Book survey, the still-strong U.S. economy

showed signs of slowing amid declining optimism, though most regions

continued to show modest to moderate growth.

• China's fourth-quarter GDP eased to 6.40% from 6.50% in the third quarter

weighed down by weak investment and faltering consumer confidence. Full-

year growth for 2018 stood at 6.60%, the slowest rate of expansion China has

seen since 1990.

• The Canadian economy contracted by 0.10% in November from October on

declines in the wholesale trade sector, as well as finance and insurance,

Statistics Canada said.

• China's total trade surplus rose US$57.06 billion in December as total
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exports fell to US$221.25 billion down 1.40% from November and 4.40%

from the same month in 2017.

• China's global trade volume rose in 2018 but its surplus with the world fell

16.20% to USD 351.76 billion in 2018, as imports rose 15.80% while

exports gained 9.90%.

• Japan recorded a trade deficit of about $507 millionin December as exports

fell 3.80% from a year earlier, hit by slowing demand in China. The trade

balance shifted back into deficit for the year 2018.

• Global foreign direct investment (FDI) fell 19% in 2018 to an estimated

$1.20 trillion, largely caused by US President Donald Trump's tax reforms,

as per the United Nations trade and development data.

• The IMF lowered its global growth projections for 2019 and 2020 to 3.50%

and 3.60% respectively, citing a more rapid slowdown in several advanced

economies than previously anticipated.

• The World Bank cut its forecast for the global economy to 2.90% in 2019,

down from 3% in 2018 as slowing growth in trade and investment and

rising interest rates sapped momentum, especially in emerging markets. Its

forecast for U.S. growth remains unchanged at 2.50%.

• The UN's the World Economic Situation and Prospects 2019 report forecast

that global growth will remain steady at 3% annually in 2019 and 2020 but

waning support for multilateralism, escalating trade disputes, increasing

debt and rising climate risks are clouding prospects.

• Chinese Premier Li Keqiang informed people that the government is

seeking to establish conditions helpful to meeting this year's economic

goals.

• China's National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)

indicated the government is ready to counter rising pressure on growth

adding that stabilizing employment is the government's top priority.

• British parliament rejected Prime Minister Theresa May's Brexit deal agreed

with the European Union.

International
Developments

WHAT'S NEW
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WHAT'S NEW

Indian Economy • As per the CSO's First Advance Estimates of National Income 2018-19, real

GDP at constant prices (2011-12) in FY19 is likely to attain a level of 139.52

lakh crore, as against the provisional estimate of 130.11 lakh crore for GDP

in FY18 released on May 31, 2018. The growth in GDP during FY19is

estimated at 7.20% as compared to the growth rate of 6.70% in FY18. Real

GVA is anticipated to increase from 119.76 lakh crore in FY18 to 128.09

lakh crore in FY19 registering a growth of 7.0% in FY19 as against 6.50% in

FY18.

• Real GDP or GDP at constant (2011-12) prices for 2017-18 and 2016-17

stand at 131.80 lakh crore and 122.98 lakh crore, respectively, showing

growth of 7.20% during FY18 and 8.20% during FY17.

• India's merchandise exports grew 0.34% in December 2018 to $27.93 billion

from $27.83 billion in December 2017. Imports declined 2.44% to $41.01

billion from $42.03 billion. Taking merchandise and services together, the

overall trade deficit April-December 2018-19 is estimated at $82.72 billion

as compared to $69.63 billion during April-December 2017-18.

• The Index of Industrial Production (IIP) grew 0.50% in November 2018

against a growth of 8.50% in November 2017. IIP grew 5.0% during April-

November 2018-19 as against 3.20% in April-November 2017-18.

• The eight core industries with a combined weight of 40.27% in the Index of

Industrial Production (IIP) grew 2.60% in December 2018 as against 3.80%

in December 2017. During April-December 2018, the eight core industries

recorded a growth of 4.80% as against 3.90% in April-December 2017.

• Provisional annual inflation rates based on all India general CPI Rural,

Urban and Combined for December 2018 on point to point basis stood at

1.65%, 2.91% and 2.19% (5.27%, 5.09% and 5.21% in December 2017).

Inflation rates (final) for Rural, Urban and Combined for November 2018

are 1.71%, 3.12% and 2.33% respectively.

• The annual rate of inflation, based on monthly WPI, stood at 3.80%

(provisional) for the month of December 2018 as compared to 4.64%

(provisional) for November 2018 and 3.58% during December 2017.

• The year-on-year inflation based on CPI-IW stood at 5.24% for December

2018 as compared to 4.86% for November 2018 and 4.0% during December

2017.
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• Point on point rate of inflation based on the CPI-AL and CPI-RL increased

from 0.99% and 1.21% respectively in November 2018to 1.44% and 1.66%

respectively in December 2018.

• India's holding of US Treasury Securities at the end of November 2018

stood at $138.50 billion vis-à-vis $138.20 billion at the end of October 2018.

• The provisional figures of direct tax collections up to December 2018 show

gross collections at 8.74 lakh crore which is 14.10% higher than the gross

collections for the corresponding period of last year.

• As per Amfi data, the AUM of the Indian mutual fund industry grew by

5.54% or 1.24 trillion to 23.61 trillion at the end of December 2018, up

from 22.37 trillion at the end of December 2017.

• India's unemployment rate stood at a 45-year-high of 6.10% in 2017-18, as

per the National Sample Survey Office's (NSSO's) periodic labour force

survey.

• Finance minister Piyush Goyal said the government would protect genuine

commercial decisions made by public sector banks and that it had assured

all support to them to expand lending activity.

• The IMF in its latest World Economic Outlook update raised India's

growth projection for 2019 by 10 bps to 7.50%, with growth benefiting from

lower oil prices and a slower pace of monetary tightening than previously

expected, as inflation pressures ease.

• As per the World Bank's Global Economic Prospects (GEP) report, India's

economy is forecast to expand by 7.50% during FY20 and retain its position

as the fastest growing major economy in a world of slowing growth fueled

by policy reforms and rebound in credit.

• As per the International Labour Organisation (ILO), India had an

unemployment rate of 3.50% in 2018, which is most likely to continue in

2019, the same which was seen in 2017 and 2016.

• Equity's share in the Indian household assets increased to 4.60% in FY18,

the highest since FY08.

• The Indian economy is expected to grow at 7.50% in FY20 as per India

Ratings.

• India Ratings expects the states' revenue account on aggregate to clock a

deficit of 0.50% of GDP in FY20 due to a higher growth in revenue spends

than revenue receipt.
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WHAT'S NEW

• Bank of India, Bank of Maharashtra and Oriental Bank of Commerce have

been taken out of the PCA framework subject to certain conditions and

continuous monitoring.

• RBI announced that the quantum of total market borrowings by the State

Governments and the Union Territory of Puducherry, for the quarter January-

March 2019, is expected to be in the range of 2,19,056 crore to 2,25,587 crore

and released the indicative calendar for the same.

• RBI converted a security maturing in 2019-20 with a scheduled commercial

bank, having a total face value of 1,086 crore, to longer tenor securities

maturing in 2027-28on January 21, 2019.

• RBI converted a security maturing in 2019-20 with a scheduled commercial

bank, having a total face value of 9,876 crore, to longer tenor securities

maturing in 2027-28 on January 25, 2019.

• RBI deferred the implementation of the last tranche of 0.625% of Capital

Conservation Buffer (CCB) under transitional arrangements for Basel III

capital regulations from March 31, 2019 to March 31, 2020.

• RBI announced the new external commercial borrowings (ECB) framework.

• RBI introduced Ombudsman Scheme for digital transactions.

• RBI placed on its website a policy paper on authorization of new retail payment

systems for public comments.

• RBI released guidelines on tokenization for debit/credit/ prepaid card

transactions as a part of its continuous endeavor to enhance the safety and

security of the payment systems in the country.

• RBI notified amendments in the Reserve Bank of India (Gold Monetization

Scheme, 2015).

• RBI constituted a High-Level Committee on deepening of digital payments

under the Chairmanship of Shri Nandan Nilekani to encourage digitization of

payments and enhance financial inclusion.

! !

!

!

Reserve Bank of India:
(Source:
http://rbi.org.in)

• IMF chief economist Gita Gopinath said farm loan waivers will not solve

the problems faced by farmers permanently, and instead backed cash

transfers as a better solution.

• Moody's Investor Service expects India's fiscal deficit to reach 3.40% of

GDP in FY19 as against the government's budgeted target at 3.30% of GDP.

• India should be growing faster than the rate at which it is growing now,

observed IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde at the World

Economic Forum in Davos.

Indian Economy
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Reserve Bank of India:
(Source:
http://rbi.org.in)

• RBI released the guidelines on restructuring of advances to MSMEs.

• RBI notified directions on customer protection limiting liability of customers

in unauthorized electronic transactions in prepaid payment instruments (PPIs)

issued by authorised non-banks.

• RBI notified on interest equalisation scheme on pre and post shipment rupee

export credit.

• The applicable average base rate to be charged by Non-Banking Financial

Company - Micro Finance Institutions (NBFC-MFIs) to their borrowers for the

quarter beginning January 1, 2019 will be 9.15%.

• RBI notified issue price of Sovereign Gold Bond 2018-19 Series-V.

• RBI notified issue price of Sovereign Gold Bond 2018-19 Series-VI.

• RBI launched the quarterly industrial outlook survey for January-March 2019

(Round 85).

• RBI launched the 20thround of quarterly services and infrastructure outlook

survey for Q4:2018-19.

• RBI launched quarterly order books, inventories and capacity utilisation survey

for October-December 2018 (Round 44).

• RBI released the data on lending rates of scheduled commercial banks during

the month of December 2018.

• RBI released the data on sectoral deployment of bank credit for December 2018.

• RBI released data on ECB/FCCB/RDB for December 2018.

• RBI released the data on census on foreign liabilities and assets of Indian direct

investment companies for 2017-18.

• RBI released the data on survey on foreign collaboration in Indian industry for

2016-2018.

• RBI released the data on overseas direct investment for December 2018.

• RBI released the monthly data on India's international trade in services for

November 2018.

• RBI released the December 2018 Financial Stability Report.

• RBI released the data on sectoral deployment of bank credit for November

2018.

• RBI released the data on India's international investment position (IIP),

September 2018.

• RBI released the data on India's external debt as at the end of September 2018.

• RBI released the data on India's invisibles for second quarter (July- September)

2018-19.

• RBI released the Occasional Papers Vol. 39 - No. 1 &2: 2018.
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Reserve Bank of India:
(Source:
http://rbi.org.in)

• RBI released the Basic Statistical Returns of Scheduled Commercial Banks in

India - Volume 47, March 2018.

• RBI released the MSM titled “The Impact of Crude Price Shock on India's

Current Account Deficit, Inflation and Fiscal Deficit”.

• RBI released the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) public statement dated

October 19, 2018.
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